Justice Elena Kagan Complaint
On January 7, 2022 the Supreme Court of the United States heard open arguments for Mr. Biden’s
OSHA vaccine mandates.
The presentations and behaviors of several Supreme Court associate justices at the OSHA Oral
Arguments session on January 7, 2022 were truly unprofessional and improper for any judge or legal
authority as witnessed during this hearing. The tone and inferiorly articulated comments were
embarrassing, and in some exchanges, downright incorrect. The listing below is an example of the
outrageous and erroneous statements made by our highly appointed judges. They should be strongly
encouraged to point to their facts by way of demonstrating via scientific journals, federal or
governmental databases, hospital census reporting, etc. If not, then their statements need to be
retracted.
During the hearing Justice Elena Kagan was one of three OFFENDERS when it came to her personal
views and shameless untruths about Covid-19 and the mRNA shots marked as “vaccines”.
Justice Elena Kagan knowingly and willfully misinformed the people of the United States in a crude
attempt to justify her preordained conclusion that a federal vaccine mandate should be enforced.
Justice Elena Kagan FALSELY claimed that officials have demonstrated “quite clearly that NO OTHER
policy will prevent sickness and death to anywhere like the degree that this one will”.
Justice Elena Kagan also FALSELY claimed that “the best way” to prevent the spread of the
coronavirus is “for people to get vaccinated” and “wear masks,” according to the Washington
Examiner. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/liberal-supreme-court-justices-spread-covid19-misinformation
“While the vaccines appear to slow the spread of COVID-19 and reduce the chance of death, there is
absolutely no evidence that they prevent transmission, especially not against the much more
contagious omicron variant,” the Examiner noted.

SUPREME COURT JUSTICES OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE
TWO OATHS.
THE FIRST IS AN OATH TO THE CONSTITUTION
"I, ________, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the
United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter. So help me
God."
THE SECOND IS THE JUDICIAL OATH
"I, _________, do solemnly swear or affirm that I will administer justice without respect to persons,
and do equal right to the poor and to the rich, and that I will faithfully and impartially discharge and
perform all the duties incumbent upon me as _________, according to the best of my abilities and
understanding, agreeably to the constitution and laws of the United States. So help me God."
Justice Elena Kagan violated her Oaths of Office on January 7, 2022. I respectfully request that she
be held accountable for her unprofessional and dishonest behavior. I respectfully request that Justice
Elena Kagan retract her statements, apologize to the American People, and be immediately removed
if unfit to serve in her prestigious Supreme Court justice seat position.

